Rolled-out floor mats (RollFloor) are a simple and effective solution to cover uncomfortable areas with eco-friendly wood mini-deck. Our Indoor/Outdoor rugs are made with outdoor rated and environmentally safe thermo-treated American hardwood (known as thermowood) protected against decay for 25-years.

Floor mat RollFloor is a 100% Green wood product - we do not use any chemicals to protect the wood fiber - timber becomes naturally protected and looks like mahogany by proprietarily high-temperature treatment in special chambers. To create our floor mats we fasten thermo-treated wood planks together with ecologically friendly EPDM backing rubber strips, which are weather durable and as a result our wood rugs are non-slip on ceramic, cement or wood floors.

Indoor/Outdoor rugs RollFloor are used to cover any flat surface with a much more comfortable natural wood floor (mini-deck). The applications of our area rugs are: bathrooms rugs, patio mats, RV outdoor rugs, outdoor runner, pool decking, basement and porch rugs, on balconies, old deck cover as deck tiles, door mats, pathways in your garden - use them as permanent or temporary solution, as mini-decks or area rugs, outdoors and indoors.

Use our floor mats on top of concrete, ceramic tiles, grass, old decks, sand, boardwalks, even on top of carpet and hardwood floor.

- RollFloor rug is non-slip on any surface, like ceramic, cement or wooden floors, and does not leave marks.
- Use them as indoor/outdoor rugs: as RV outdoor mats, as indoor bathroom rugs, in the garden, or on a balcony – in any environment our product performs perfectly.
- Put one floor mat next to another to make a desirable length runner and any width floor mat.
- Thermo-treatment makes wood durable for 25-years with no any chemicals (100% "Green" product) – you can step barefoot on our roll mat – use them as bathroom rugs.
- Thermo-treated wood has a natural brown mahogany or walnut-like color through out all of its depth - this makes scratches invisible.
- RollFloor indoor/outdoor rugs are easy to cut to any specific length.
- Easy to roll-in and keep it in vertical or horizontal position for storage.
- RollFloor rugs are light weight (just 7 lb.).
- 6 in. x 6 in. x 24 in. when RollFloor wood mat is rolled-in.
Deck Tiles
“Floor-To-Go” 1 ft. x 1 ft. Non-Slip Thermo-Treated Hardwood Deck Tiles

Deck Tiles 11 in. x 11 in.
- 10 tiles in a box
- No gars
- Box size: 12”x12”x6”, 12.5 lbs
- SKU # 11117

Deck Tiles 12 in. x 12 in.
- 10 tiles in a box
- 1/4” gars
- Box size: 12”x12”x6”, 12.5 lbs
- SKU # 11118

“Floor-To-Go” hardwood deck tiles are simple, fast and effective solution to cover permanently or temporary uncomfortable areas with eco-friendly wood mini-deck. Our deck tiles are made with outdoor rated and environmentally safe thermo-treated American hardwood (known as thermowood) protected against decay for 25-years. Thermo-treatment makes wood stable in sizes, so our deck tiles are not shrinking, swelling or warping under changing of weather conditions.

Our wood deck tiles are 100% Green wood product - we do not use any chemicals to protect the wood fiber - timber becomes naturally protected and looks like mahogany by high-temperature treatment in special chambers. To fasten thermo-treated wood battens together we use ecologically friendly rubber backing strips. Rubber strips on the back have a special shape and are non-slipping on any surface. Our “Floor-To-Go” decking tiles may be placed together to create any shape with no any tools or connectors needed. And it’s easy to remove them when you do not need them any more.

“Floor-To-Go” hardwood decking tiles have a lot of application, such as: bathroom rugs, patio mats, kitchen mats, mini-decks for barbecue areas, floor tiles, cover areas around pool, roof decking, flooring for basements, porch rugs, use them on balconies, renew your old deck, use them as door mats, create pathways in your garden - use “Floor-To-Go” deck tiles as a permanent or temporary solution, outdoors and indoors.

- Our flexible floor tiles are made with thermo-treated American hardwoods, which creates strength and durability for any application.
- Our tiles are already finished with organic protective oil against UV-degradation (it is recommended to re-finish them with any outdoor oil every 1-2 years).
- Thermo-treatment makes wood durable for 25-years with no chemicals (100% "Green" product) – you can step barefoot on the tiles.
- Thermo-treated wood is resistant to moisture, mold, mildew, fungi, termites, rot and decay.
- Create a temporary or permanent hardwood flooring indoors or outdoors in minutes.
- No tools, supports, connectors are needed – easy installation and de-installation in minutes.
- Create any shape on covered surface by placing one tile next to another to make a desirable length, width and shape.
- Thermo-treated wood has a natural brown mahogany or walnut-like color through out all of its depth - this makes scratches invisible.
- “Floor-To-Go” hardwood deck tiles are easy to cut to any specific length.
WellDone Textured Oak Decking
Premium Oak Square Edge Thermo-Treated Textured Decking Boards

5/4” x 6” x RL(6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 ft.)

- Net size: 15/16” thick x 5.375” wide
- SKU # 11170-11176
- 10” sample is available

WellDone Premium Oak decks are made from real hardwood - thermo-treated American Oak, which is durable due to our thermo-treatment process for 25 years with no any chemicals added.
Thermo-treated hardwood decks are highly superior to any other decking materials in the market. Thermo-treated hardwood is a natural pure wood material, which was treated under extremely high temperatures 400 degree F. The main reason for thermo-treated woods' durability and stability is the natural molecular changes that occur when wood undergoes the targeted temperatures during the process. More specifically, the polysaccharides (food for fungi) are removed during this high temperature stage, which dramatically increases durability. Also, the wood substantially reduces moisture related shrinking and swelling.
WellDone decks are carefully milled for uniformity and the surface is wire brushed to accent the beauty of wood grain and to make a textured anti-slip surface.
The thermo-treatment process enhances the woods color and changes cells structure (like 350 year old lumber) creating an even brown tint that is consistent beyond the surface. Chemicals are never used during the thermo-treatment process, so the material remains environmentally safe. You and your children can walk barefoot across a thermo-treated wooden deck with certainty and peace of mind that the surface is free from harmful chemicals.

- Manufactured using chemical free techniques (no chemicals added) and 100% recyclable
- Wood becomes naturally durable for 25+ years (we offer a 25 year limited residential warranty)
- Dimensional stability increased 5-10 times
- Product requires less maintenance cost
- Reduced warping and cracking
- Light in weight
- This Oak decking has attractively accented wood grain patterns and even brown coloring of walnut wood that is consistent to the center of the wood
- Precise manufacturing: using strict quality control measures and only the best selected wood of top quality, WellDone decking is carefully milled for uniformity
- The surface is wire brushed to accent the beauty of wood grain and to make a textured anti-slip surface
- Reduced combustibility (Class B fire rating)
- Resistant to termites
- Versus pressure-treated softwood: WellDone is 100% Green product, doesn’t crack, shrink and swell
- Versus composite: WellDone is not overheating under sunlight and it is a real wood
- Versus exotic woods: WellDone is much lighter in weight, easier to work with, more stable in sizes and better in appearance
- WellDone decks are priced at the same level as composite decks, cheaper than exotic, and more expensive than pressure-treated pine decks.
- It is strongly recommended to oil hardwood decks with any outdoor oil with UV protection
- Our product requires LOW maintenance due to its dimension stability, but do not consider it as a NON maintenance product
- Janka Hardness – 1,300 Lb
- Weight - 3.0 Lb/SF

WellDone Premium Oak decks are made from real hardwood - thermo-treated American Oak, which is durable due to our thermo-treatment process for 25 years with no any chemicals added.

WellDone decks are carefully milled for uniformity and the surface is wire brushed to accent the beauty of wood grain and to make a textured anti-slip surface.
The thermo-treatment process enhances the woods color and changes cells structure (like 350 year old lumber) creating an even brown tint that is consistent beyond the surface. Chemicals are never used during the thermo-treatment process, so the material remains environmentally safe. You and your children can walk barefoot across a thermo-treated wooden deck with certainty and peace of mind that the surface is free from harmful chemicals.
WellDone S4S Boards
Clear Thermo-Treated Poplar S4S Boards

Thermo-treated Poplar S4S Boards are a great way to update your space indoors and outdoors and highlight the special care that has gone into your property. Thermo-treated wood is a natural pure wood material, which was treated under extremely high temperatures 400 degree F. Due to the molecular changes that occur in the process, wood becomes durable and stable for at least 25 years even in outdoor applications (doesn’t shrink and swell, reduced warping and cracking under changing moisture conditions).

The thermo-treatment process enhances the woods color creating an even brown tint that is consistent beyond the surface. Chemicals are never used, so the timber is 100% Green.

Thermo-treated S4S boards add character and warmth to any residential or commercial application. Usage of thermo-treated hardwood increases the value of your home or business estate.

Use our Thermo-treated Poplar S4S Boards indoor and outdoors, even in bathrooms and in other high humidity areas, use them for home design and for commercial applications, use them as decoration, or for construction, for cabinetry work, shelve frames, deck and other utilitarian uses. Our boards are also great as a trim for other thermo-treated products like 3D Holey Wood wall panels or Holey Wood Reclaimed wood ceiling tiles.

1” x 2” x 8 ft.
• 8 pc. in a Pack (64 LF)
• Net size: 0.75” x 1.5” x 94”
• SKU # 11152

1” x 3” x 8 ft.
• 8 pc. in a Pack (64 LF)
• Net size: 0.75” x 2.5” x 94”
• SKU # 11153

1” x 4” x 8 ft.
• 8 pc. in a Pack (64 LF)
• Net size: 0.75” x 3.5” x 94”
• SKU # 11154

1” x 6” x 8 ft.
• 8 pc. in a Pack (64 LF)
• Net size: 0.75” x 5.5” x 94”
• SKU # 11156

Premium clear American Poplar for enhanced quality and walnut-like appearance
The wood is a natural material; each board will vary in wood grain and appearance, which provide you with a truly a unique work of art
Straight, uniform grain that is easy to work with and great for utility applications
Smooth surface requiring minimal labor time and costs for any application
Wood is stainable in any color (it is recommended to use clear finish to accent a natural beauty of wood grain)
Due to dimension stability of thermo-treated wood, the product requires less maintenance
We provide a 25 years warranty against decay even for outdoors applications for thermo-treated wood
Our wood is naturally resistant to termites
Our Thermo-treated Poplar S4S Boards have a walnut wood brown color throughout the wood (same color inside and outside)
Thermo-treatment gives the wood a Class B Fire Rated (better than non-treated wood, which is rated as a Class C)
Our Thermo-treated Poplar S4S Boards are 100% natural and Green - no chemicals used for thermo-treatment
The weight of Thermo-treated wood is about 30% lighter in weight than non-treated wood
Very easy and clean cuts and millwork (see our recommendation for working with thermo-treated wood outdoors)
WellDone Premium Poplar Siding

WellDone Premium Poplar Siding made from real hardwood - thermo-treated American Poplar, which is durable due to our thermo-treatment process for 25 years with no chemicals added. Add character and visual texture to your home’s exterior with thermo-treated hardwood siding. Boasting a stunning look and superior quality, this siding will enhance your home's curb appeal. Thermo-treated hardwood is a natural pure wood material, which was treated under extremely high temperatures 400 degree F. The main reason thermo-treated woods’ durability and stability is the natural molecular changes that occur when wood undergoes the targeted temperatures during the process. More specifically, the polysaccharides (food for fungi) are removed during this high temperature stage, which dramatically increases durability. Also, the wood substantially reduces moisture related shrinking and swelling. The thermo-treatment process enhances the woods color and changes cells structure (like 350 year old lumber) creating an even brown tint that is consistent beyond the surface. Chemicals are never used during the thermo-treatment process, so the material remains environmentally safe. You and your children can touch thermo-treated wood siding with certainty and peace of mind that the wood is free from harmful chemicals.

- Manufactured using chemical free techniques (no chemicals added) and 100% recyclable
- Wood become naturally durable for 25+ years (we offer a 25 year limited residential warranty)
- Dimensional stability increased 5-10 times
- Product requires less maintenance cost
- Reduced warping and cracking
- Light in weight
- This poplar siding has attractively accented wood grain patterns and even brown coloring of walnut wood that is consistent to the center of the wood
- Precise manufacturing: using strict quality control measures and only the best selected wood of top quality, WellDone siding is carefully milled to T&G V-joint profile for uniformity, making it easier to install
- Reduced combustibility (Class B fire rating)
- Resistant to termites
- WellDone wood siding is highly superior to any other siding materials in the market. Versus pressure-treated softwood: WellDone is 100% Green product, doesn't crack, shrink and swell
- Versus plastic: WellDone is a real wood
- Versus exotic woods: WellDone is much lighter in weight, easier to work with, more stable in sizes and better in appearance
- The bundles have a set square foot tally (90 linear ft. which covers approx. 37.5 sq. ft.), and are random lengths 6 ft. (72 in.) to 11 ft. (132 in.)
- Janka Hardness – 600 Lb
3D Holey Wood wall decoration planks for wall planks are made with a new generation of wood material, which reproduces a 350-year old structure of wood on a molecular level. We use our special patented thermo-treatment technology (known also as thermowood) to speed-up aging of the wood. If you compare the cell structure of 350-year old wood with the thermo-treated wood (see on the picture), you’ll see that they are similar. So, we make a real 350-year old wood with our process, but it is a new product! This product creates a unique design solution as wall decals or old-wood fashion interior styles. The product is made in the USA.

Holey Wood wall paneling adds character, warmth and a rustic feel to any residential or commercial wall decor. Our wall decor planks have the deepest in the market 3D structure of reclaimed wood paneling. Actually, our planks are better than reclaimed wood, because they have deeper wood structure and also the product is cleaner cause its made from a new wood, which has been thermally modified (no insects and bacteria in our wood).

Change the look of any room by adding the natural beauty of wood to your home decor. Use our wall planks indoors and outdoors, use them for home design and for commercial applications, use as cladding, wainscoting, ceiling (planks are exactly matching to the Armstrong ceiling grid structure), wall decoration, wall art or wall accent, even in bathrooms and in other high humidity areas.

Holey Wood Planks
Reclaimed Wood Decorative 3D Wall Planks in Brown Color

5/16” x 3” x 23.75”
- 10 SF in a box
- SKU # 11134

5/16” x 4” x 23.75”
- 10 SF in a box
- SKU # 11133

5/16” x 5” x 23.75”
- 10 SF in a box
- SKU # 11132

All boxes are: 24” x 6” x 5”
Weight - 13 lbs

- The wall planks have a real 3D wood structure with deep distressed natural cracks in the wood. In addition the boards are deeply wire brushed. Holey Wood shows the deepest 3D wood structure ever (#1 in the market)
- The wood is a natural material; each board will vary in color, shade and the way of cracking, which provides you with a wall decor that is truly a unique work of art
- The wood has been naturally cracked under our special thermo-treatment process. The product is made from American hardwood in the USA
- Thermo-treatment makes wood dimensionally stable even in high humidity environment and durable for at least 25 years even for outdoors applications.
- Our wall planks have a walnut-like color throughout the wood. The wall planks are stainable in any color
- Thermo-treatment gives the wood a Class B Fire Rated (better than non-treated wood, which is rated as a Class C)
- Our wall decor wood planks are 100% natural and Green - no chemicals used
- When you place planks side to side the seams between them are almost non-visible. One case will cover approx. 10 sq. ft.
- The weight of one sq. ft. of Holey Wood wall planks is 1.3 lbs in average
- Very easy, fast and clean installation with glue or just nail them to the wall. See installation instruction for details
- It is recommended you purchase a minimum of 10% overage to account for design cuts and patterns
- Express your personal style by installing Holey Wood 3D planks both horizontally and vertically
- The planks can be applied as full wall, three-quarter-wall, half-wall and traditional wainscoting
Holey Wood Walls
11 in. x 28 in. Reclaimed Wood Decorative Wall Panels

18 SF (10 panels) in a box
- Each panel: 5/8” x 11” x 28”
- Box size: 28” x 12” x 6”, 33 lbs
- SKU # 11131

“Holey Wood” wall decoration panels are made with a new generation of reclaimed wood material, which reproduces a 350-year old structure of wood on a molecular level. We use our special patented thermo-treatment technology (known also as thermowood) to speed-up aging of the wood. If you compare the cell structure of 350-year old wood with the thermo-treated wood (see on the picture), you’ll see that they are similar. So, we make a real 350-year old wood with our process, but it is a new product!

The “magic” came to life with our 3D Holey Wood wall panels. They are a real old-wood product, which creates a unique design solution for reclaimed lumber as wall decals or old-wood fashion interior styles. This product is made in the USA.

Holey Wood wall tiles add character, warmth and a rustic feel to any residential or commercial wall decor. Our wall decor tiles have the deepest in the market 3D structure of reclaimed wood paneling. Actually, our panels are better than reclaimed wood, because they have a deeper wood structure and also the product is “cleaner” cause its made from a new wood, which has been thermally modified (no insects and bacteria in our wood).

Change the look of any room by adding the natural beauty of wood to your home decor. Use our wall tiles as wainscoting indoors and outdoors, use them for home design and for commercial applications, use as cladding, ceiling tiles, wall decoration, making your stylish barn doors, use Holey Wood wall panels as a wall art or wall accent, even in bathrooms and

- The wall panels have a real 3D wood structure with deep distressed natural cracks in the wood. Holey Wood shows the deepest wood structure ever (# 1 in the market).
- The wood is a natural material; each board will vary in color, shade and the way of cracking, which provides you with a wall decor that is truly a unique work of art.
- The wood has been naturally cracked under our special thermo-treatment process. The product is made from American hardwood in the USA.
- Thermo-treatment makes wood dimensionally stable even in high humidity environment and durable for at least 25 years even for outdoors applications. Learn how to get a warranty for your wall panels.
- Our wall panels (decor tiles) have a walnut wood brown color throughout the wood. The wall panels are stainable in any color.
- Thermo-treatment gives the wood a Class B Fire Rated (better than non-treated wood, which is rated as a Class C).
- Our wall decor wood panels are 100% natural and Green - no chemicals used.
- Each panel is 11 in. x 28 in. covers 1.8 SF (10 panels in a case). A case is 18 SF. Price is per case of 10 panels (18 sf. coverage). Case weight is 36 lb.
- The Holey wood 3D wall decor panels are designed to match each other as wall tiles to create a consistent look of wall or wainscoting.
- Very easy, fast and clean installation with glue or just staple them with nails or screws. The next panel will overlap the fastener. See installation instruction for details.
- Holey Wood wall panels are lightweight.
- It is recommended you purchase a minimum of 10% overage to account for design cuts and patterns.
- Express your personal style by installing Holey Wood 3D panels both horizontally and vertically.
- The panels can be applied as full wall, three-quarter-wall, half-wall and traditional wainscoting.
3D Holey Wood drop ceiling tiles are designed for exact match to the Armstrong ceiling suspended grid structures 2 ft. x 2 ft and 2 ft. x 4 ft. The tiles are assembled with a new generation of natural wood material, which reproduces a 350-year old structure of wood on a molecular level. We use our special patented thermo-treatment technology (known also as thermowood) to speed-up aging of the wood. If you compare the cell structure of 350-year old wood with the thermo-treated wood (see on the picture), you’ll see that they are similar. So, we make a real 350-year old wood with our process, but it is a new product!

Holey Wood drop ceiling tiles add character, warmth and a rustic feel to any residential or commercial ceiling design. Our ceiling tiles have the deepest 3D structure of reclaimed wood paneling in the market. Our tiles are light in weight and corresponding to the weight of standard Armstrong acoustic tiles. Holey Wood is a natural wood and is better than reclaimed wood esthetically and also cause its made from a new wood, which has been thermally modified (no insects and bacteria in our wood).

Change the look of any room by adding the natural beauty of wood to your home decor. Use our suspended ceiling tiles indoors and outdoors, even in bathrooms and in other high humidity areas, use them for home design and for commercial applications, use them also as wall decoration, wall art or wall accent.
3D Holey Wood wall art panels are made with a new generation of reclaimed wood material, which reproduces a 350-year old structure of wood on a molecular level. We use our patented thermo-treatment technology to speed-up aging of the wood. If you compare the cell structure of 350-year old wood with the thermo-treated wood (see on the picture), you’ll see that they are similar. So, we make a real 350-year old wood with our process, but it is a new product!

Holey Wood wall art panels add character, warmth and a rustic feel to any residential or commercial wall decor. Our wall art panels have the deepest in the market 3D structure of reclaimed wood paneling. Actually, our panels are better than reclaimed wood, because they have deeper wood structure and also the product is “cleaner” cause its made from a new wood, which has been thermally modified (no insects and bacteria in our wood).

Change the look of any room by adding the natural beauty of wood to your home decor. 3D Holey Wood wall art panels are a real old-wood product, which creates a unique design solution for reclaimed lumber as wall decals or old-wood fashion interior styles. Use our wall art panels indoors and outdoors, use them for home design and for commercial applications, use them as wall accent, picture frames, substrate for collections, use Holey Wood wall art panels even in bathrooms and in other high humidity areas.

Set of 3 Holey Wood Wall Art Panels

- 3 panels in a box
- Each panel: 3/4” x 23.75” x 23.75”
- Box size: 24” x 24” x 4”, 18 lbs
- SKU # 11145

Wood cells structure under microscope

- The Holey Wood wall art panels have a real 3D wood structure with deep natural cracks in the wood and they are wire brushed
- # 1 the deepest 3D wood structure on the market
- The wood is a natural material; each panel will vary in color, shade and the way of cracking, which provide you with a decor that is truly a unique work of art
- The wood has been naturally cracked under our special thermo-treatment process. The product is made from American hardwood in the USA
- Thermo-treatment makes wood dimensionally stable and durable for at least 25 years even for outdoors applications. Learn how to get a warranty for your product
- Our panels have a walnut-like brown color throughout the wood. The panels are stainable in any color
- Thermo-treatment gives the wood a Class B Fire Rated (better than non-treated wood, which is rated as a Class C)
- Our wood wall art panels are 100% natural and Green - no chemicals used
- Each wall art panel is 2 ft. x 2 ft. with approximate weight 6 lbs. Three panels in a pack
- Use wall art panels as they are, or as a substrate for your collection of pictures, musical discs, photos, or any objects
- Position wall art panels as separate objects, or place them together to get one wall art panel of 2 ft. x 6 ft.
3D Whole Wood wall decoration planks for wall paneling are made with a new generation of wood material, which reproduces a 350-year old structure of wood on a molecular level. We use our special patented thermo-treatment technology (known also as thermowood) to speed-up aging of the wood. If you compare the cell structure of 350-year old wood with the thermo-treated wood (see on the picture), you’ll find that they are similar. So, we make a real 350-year old wood with our process, but it is a new product! This product creates a unique old-wood style design solution for modern interiors.

Whole Wood wall paneling adds character and warmth to any residential or commercial wall decor. Our wall decor planks are wire brushed to get a 3D structure of reclaimed wood paneling. Actually, our planks are better than reclaimed wood, because the product is cleaner cause its made from a new wood, which has been thermally modified (no insects and bacteria in our wood). If you consider having more aggressive “rustic look” use our “3D Holey Wood Reclaimed Wood Decorative Wall Planks”. Change the look of any room by adding the natural beauty of wood to your home decor. Use our wall planks indoors and outdoors, use them for home design and for commercial applications, use as cladding, wainscoting, ceiling (planks are exactly matching to the Armstrong ceiling grid structure), wall decoration, wall art or wall accent, even in bathrooms and in other high humidity areas.

- The Whole Wood wall planks have a sound distressed surface of the wood with random small natural rustic details
- The wood is a natural material; each board will vary in color, shade and look, which provides you with a wall decor that is truly a unique work of art
- The wood has been thermally treated under our special process in the USA
- The product is made from American hardwoods
- Thermo-treatment makes wood dimensionally stable even in high humidity environment and durable for at least 25 years even for outdoors applications. Learn how to get a warranty for your product
- Our wall planks have a walnut brown color throughout the wood. The wall planks are stainable in any color
- Thermo-treatment gives the wood a Class B Fire Rating (better than non-treated wood, which is rated as a Class C)
- Our wall decor wood planks are 100% natural and Green - no chemicals used for thermo-treatment
- One case will cover approx. 10 sq. ft.
- The weight of one sq. ft. of Whole Wood wall planks is 1.2 lbs in average
- Very easy, fast and clean installation with glue or just nail them to the wall. See installation instruction for details
- Whole Wood planks are exactly matching to the Armstrong ceiling grid structure, so they can be installed as a substitution of the standard Armstrong ceiling tiles
- It is recommended you purchase a minimum of 10% overage to account for design cuts and patterns
- Express your personal style by installing Whole Wood planks both horizontally and vertically
- The planks can be applied as full wall, three-quarter-wall, half-wall and traditional wainscoting
Whole Wood Wall Tiles
Mix of 3 in., 4 in., and 5 in. x 6 in. Reclaimed Wood Decorative Wall Tiles

- Thickens of tiles: 5/16”
- 10 SF in a box
- Box size: 24” x 6” x 4”, 13 lbs
- SKU # 11235

3D Whole Wood wall decoration tiles for wall paneling are made with a new generation of wood material, which reproduces a 350-year old structure of wood on a molecular level. We use our special patented thermo-treatment technology (known as thermowood) to speed-up aging of the wood. If you compare the cell structure of 350-year old wood with the thermo-treated wood (see on the picture), you’ll find that they are similar. So, we make a real 350-year old wood with our process, but it is a new product!

This product creates a unique wood design solution for modern interiors. Tiles are mixed in width (3”, 4” and 5”) to create a state of art random design. Whole Wood wall tiles add character and warmth to any residential or commercial wall decor. Our wall decor tiles are wire brushed to get a 3D structure of reclaimed wood paneling. Actually, our tiles are better than reclaimed wood, because the product is cleaner cause its made from a new wood, which has been thermally modified (no insects and bacteria in our wood).

Change the look of any room by adding the natural beauty of wood to your home decor. Use our wall tiles indoors and outdoors, use them for home design and for commercial applications, use as cladding, wainscoting, ceiling, wall decoration, wall art or wall accent, even in bathrooms and in other high humidity areas.

Whole Wood Wall Tiles
- The Whole Wood wall tiles have a sound distressed surface of the wood with random small natural rustic details
- The wood is a natural material; each tile will vary in color, shade and look, which provides you with a wall decor that is truly a unique work of art
- The wood has been thermally treated under our special process in the USA
- The product is made from American hardwoods
- Thermo-treatment makes wood dimensionally stable even in high humidity environment and durable for at least 25 years even for outdoors applications. Learn how to get a warranty for your product
- Our wall tiles have a walnut brown color throughout the wood. The wall tiles are stainable in any color
- Thermo-treatment gives the wood a Class B Fire Rating (better than non-treated wood, which is rated as a Class C)
- Our wall decor wood tiles are 100% natural and Green - no chemicals used for thermo-treatment
- One case will cover approx. 10 sq. ft., tiles are mixed of 3, 4 and 5 in. wide and 6 in. height
- The weight of one sq. ft. of Whole Wood wall tiles is 1.2 lbs in average
- Very easy, fast and clean installation with glue or just nail them to the wall. See installation instruction for details
- Express your personal style by installing Whole Wood tiles both horizontally and vertically
- The tiles can be applied as full wall, three-quarter-wall, half-wall and traditional wainscoting
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